**Huddle tables** make impromptu meetings more productive. They encourage small groups to informally gather and share ideas. Access to power for charging devices and laptop connectivity are typical features. Shape and size are determined by the space and function desired.

---

**Round Huddle**

These tables work well in open offices or student spaces. Popular sizes include 36”, 48” and 60” diameter.

---

**Racetrack Huddle**

Great for small breakout rooms or classroom spaces. Popular sizes include 30”x60” and 48”x96”.

---

**Rectangular Huddle**

A nice fit for either open offices or student spaces, lounges and lobbies. Popular sizes include 30”x60” and 48”x96”.

---

**ELCO™ Wall Rack**

ELCO™-VC White Melamine

This well ventilated rack cabinet is the perfect solution to accommodate your collaboration space AV equipment. (2) rack units are standard. The open back allows for access to the existing wall. (3) cable entry points provide floor access for wiring. The front panel is removable for equipment access. The cabinet can be attached securely to the wall with a hanging cleat or sit on leveling feet. There is ample space for a camera to sit on top. The wire chase is optional.

---

**ELCO™ VS Series Mobile Monitor & Whiteboard Stands**

ELCO™ VS-WB White & Black Melamine

This dual-sided stand has swivel casters to make it mobile. The presenter can easily turn from a large monitor to a whiteboard (whiteboard is included, monitor not included). Reference MFI #33692

---
Collaboration tables that are designed for video conferencing or media sharing are quickly becoming more popular than standard conference ensembles. Ease of use means anyone can join the room and share their ideas. Small groups can work together across the country to maximize productivity. Available in any shape, size, or finish to fit your requirements.

**V-Shape Collaboration**
Ideal sight lines for video conferencing.
Popular sizes include 30” x 54” x 96” and 36” x 60” x 144”

**D-Shape Collaboration**
Works well for active learning spaces.
Popular sizes include 30” x 60” and 48” x 96”

**Rectangle Collaboration**
Clean modern lines that suit collaborative classrooms.
Popular sizes include 30” x 60” and 36” x 48”
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About Us

30 Years of Architectural Design/Build Experience

Marshall Furniture has been building furniture for collaboration spaces for 30 years. Our foundation is rooted in the AV industry so we understand the relationship between technology and architecture. We can match any material, finish or style on request and can meet any budget.

Our Services

We Design As Well As Build Furniture

Customization is our specialty. If you don’t see what you want, we can design and build it for you. Send us sketches, drawings, photos or plans to get started.

Our free design drawings let you see and approve the exact furniture you want before you order. We’ll provide 2D and 3D line drawings to show your furniture with all equipment in place so there’s no question of fit and function. Contact us with your ideas or let us help you get started.

How to Order


See our Dealer List for a list of dealers or let us know if there’s another AV company or furniture dealership you prefer. We’d be happy to work with any dealer you choose.